UFW PAYS HALL FOR HIS SUPPORT
After Hall marched for UFW and against immigrant farm
workers, UFW endorsed Hall for his failed congressional bid.

Isadore Hall Marched to OPPOSE
THOUSANDS of Immigrant Farm Workers
The exact same farm workers he will judge daily at ALRB
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Isadore Hall and fake farm workers march to demand that an unconstitutional
“contract” be forced on THOUSANDS of REAL farm workers against their will.
Thousands of workers were abandoned by UFW for
20 years. Then UFW suddenly returned to force the
employees to pay UFW or lose their jobs even though
the UFW had done nothing for them. The employees
erupted into the largest farm labor protests in
California’s history.
The UFW wanted to FORCE an ALRB-written contract
on the employees against their will and without a
vote, even though the employees had a history of
earning the industry’s highest pay (much higher
than the small quantity of employees who work under
UFW contracts). 1
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On October 22, 2014, Isadore Hall marched with the UFW
and FAKE farm workers against the industry’s highest-paid
REAL farm workers fighting to stop the UFW from forcing
a contract on them against their will. 2, 3

Thousands of REAL IMMIGRANT farm workers
fighting for their civil rights against UFW and
Isadore Hall who want them fired if they don't pay
UFW even though UFW was gone for 20 years.

 Hall knew the workers did not want the contract
forced on them. In fact, the court of appeals ruled
unconstitutional the “contract” Hall wanted forced
on the workers against their will. 4
 Hall knew the workers would be FIRED if they
didn’t pay UFW even though UFW had disappeared for
20 years and never had a contract there before. 5
 Hall knew that the “contract” would strip the
workers from the right to continue to protest by the
thousands against UFW and ALRB. 6
 Hall knew the workers had voted and wanted their
votes counted (just like Hall’s votes are counted), but
Hall supported UFW’s efforts to destroy those votes
instead. 7
 Hall knew he was opposing the largest single farm
labor movement in California’s history. 8, 9
 Hall knew that he was advocating the destruction of
thousands of votes. 10
Since then, 2,500 of those workers lost their $20 hour
jobs when the farmer ripped out his vineyards. 11, 12
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